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About ProPak China
ProPak China 2019, the 25th International Processing & Packaging Exhibition, will take place
from 19 to 21 June 2019 at National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai), which is the
world’s largest single building and exhibition and convention complex. ProPak China builds a
gateway for sourcing a wide range of processing and packaging solutions from nearly 900
leading local and international suppliers. For participants looking to source packaging machinery,
food processing, liquid processing, weighing and metering eqiupment, packaging materials and
containers, or industrial robots, warehouse logistics and quality inspection equipment, ProPak
China has them covered.
In parallel with FoodPack China, Hi & Fi Asia-China, Healthplex Expo and Natural & Natraceutical
Products China, and Starch Expo, ProPak China 2019 will further increase the show scope,
ranging from processing and packaging technologies, food ingredients to nutraceutical
products. The total floor space of the joint exhibitions exceeds 140,000 square meters.

Exhibit Profile

Processing technology

Packaging technology

Beverage and
diary processing

End-line printing

Packaging materials
and containers

E-commerce logistics
packaging

Warehousing and distribution

Strategic Partners

Countries & Regions Represented

Austria

Belgium

Danmark

Italy

Canada

Finland

Japan

Spain

China

France

Korea

Turkey

Germany

Netherland

Ukraine

USA

National Exhibition & Convention Center (NECC)

Visitor Enquiry
Spric Tian
Tel: +86 3339 2260
E-mail: spric.tian@ubmsinoexpo.com

Exhibits Preview
Accubal Intelligent Machinery
Co.,Ltd

Booth No. 6A15
New Version standard weigher
1.Strength of standard
combination weigher: wide
rage of application, high
price competitiveness, reliable
performace.
2.10.4 inch color display, lots of
language can be chosen.
3.Speed and amplitude can be adjusted in
operation process.
4.Weigh hopper followed by discharge, effectively
prevents blockages.
5.99 of present programs are preprogrammed in
stock.

Aetna Group Packaging Equipment
(Shanghai) Co .Ltd

AFA China Ltd
Booth No. 5G38
CE-GLT
AFA Systems Ltd. is a
leading provider of
Engineered Packaging
Automation Systems
to users worldwide. We
provide automated
packaging systems
that meet the end
user's unique specification. Whether it is robotics,
cartoners, case packers, palletizers or case
erectors, AFA Systems can provide engineered
packaging solutions for all of your automation
needs.
Innovative engineered machinery results in a
competitive advantage for your production line.
AFA Systems' packaging machinery provides our
customers with performance driven packaging
automation. From beginning to end, AFA Systems
provides the best material handling and packaging
solutions. We are dedicated to making every
project a complete success.

Booth No. 5K53
ROBOT SERIE 6
Thanks to the experience
matured in time, Robopac
presents a new range of selfpropelled packaging machines,
Robot S6.The combination
between the catchy design
and the sophisticated
technology makes Robot S6 the
absolute leader in its sector. The use of advanced
technologies such as the new 7'' color touch
screen control panel and of the utmost attention
to safety systems represents the essence of the
developing capacity of Robopac.Robot S6 is
capable of packaging any type of products, shape
or size and thanks to the exclusion of the electronic
edge counting system, even cylinder shaped
products can be packed. Robot S6 is provided with
a high level of packaging autonomy and great
work flexibility. It is the ideal partner for all of those
industrial realities which require maximum elasticity
in terms of logistics and warehouse management.

ALPHA-PACK (HEYUAN)
CO., LTD
Booth No. 6F05
pre-made pouches
packing machine
Intermittent rotary machine
with 8 Stations is designed for
handling Pre-made pouches
such as Flat and Stand-up
Pouches (with / without Zip)
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Apollo VTS Trading (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd.

Beijing Lenno Trade Co.,ltd
FAM NV
KEY TECHNOLOGY

Finis Foodprocessing Equipment BV

Magnuson Corporation


Booth No. 5C30
Single Lane Spiral Conveyor
The product APOLLO VTS Trading
(Shanghai) will be showing
at Propak China 2019 is the
Single Lane Spiral Conveyor:
a proven reliable concept in
vertical conveying. It is designed
to converse valuable floor space. The Single
Lane Spiral Conveyor transports up or down in a
continuous flow. With a speed of 60m/minute and
loads up to 50 kg/m the single lane facilitates
a high continuous throughput. The conveyor
consists of four standard models and types that
can be customized and modified in the field to
accommodate emerging needs and requirements.

BAOPACK AUTO PACKAGING
MACHINE CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6E18
Vertical Packing Machine
1.New exterior appearance
and combined type of
frame are made the
machine become more
precision on the whole. Same
appearance of our High speed
machine(VG42&52 model)
2.Over 85% spare parts are
stainless steel, all the film-going
frame is 304 stainless steel.
3.Longer filming belts to pull film more stable.
4.Vertical structure is easy to adjust, more stable.
5.Longer rack of film axis, avoid alarm and
damaged the film.
6.Former with newly design, which is same of high
speed machine, and easy to change.
7.Larger film roller up to diameter 450mm, to save
the frequency of change another film.
8.Electric box is easy to move, open and
maintenance freely.
9.Touch screen is easy to move, machine working
with lower noise.
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Booth No. 5G31
FAM is proud to present the FAM Tridis™ 240 high
capacity dicer
Bringing capacity,
efficiency and quality
to a new level. The
FAM Tridis 240 marks
a new generation of
tridimensional dicers
designed by FAM to
excel in the most crucial performance indicators.
The FAM Tridis 240 is designed for the very
demanding frozen vegetable & fruit and French fry
industry (model FAM Tridis 240P).

BEIJING OMORI PACKING
MACHINERY CO., LTD
Booth No. 5E31
SE-5620A-BX-BIV Variable bag length horizontal
packing machine
1. Fully servo motor
control, high stability of
equipment operation.
2. Bag length
can be adjusted
automatically according to the length of the
package, which has strong compatibility.
3. Packaging speed can reach 120 packages/
minutes (depending on product specifications)

Exhibits Preview
Beijing Y.C.T.D. Packaging
Machinery Co.,Ltd

CANGZHOU EIAHE PACKING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD

Booth No. 6B01

Booth No. 5D18

High Speed Shrinking Machine

Production capacity: 150 bales/min (pcs/min)
Working Pressure: 0.6-0.8Mpa
Equipment weight: 5500KG
Machine size: L19600mm * W1530mm * H2500mm
Suitable for shrink film packaging of beer,
beverage, fruit juice, bottled water, dairy products,
condiments, etc.
Membrane unwinding device and constant tension
conveying of film, instantaneous cutting of film,
automatic overlapping and wrapping mode,
shrinkage packaging, higher strength.
"Vibration" bottle-dividing mode, no bottle jamming,
no bottle squeezing, smooth delivery.
Servo motor control system, dial rod into bottle,
film feeding, film cutting, film wrapping precise
synchronization, stable and reliable.
The developed "ultra-thin film conveying system"
uses PE film thinner, faster and more stable.

S Series - Automatic Horizontal Form Fill and
Seal Packaging Machine
S-Series machines are
horizontal form-fillseal machines which
produces pouches
from rollstock. With integrated functions of pouch
production, opening, filling and sealing, the
machine could fulfill our customers' one-stop
requirements, which enables them to present
their product in most innovative shapes and using
the latest techniques.Servo driven system ensures
the high stability of the machine,unique pouch
production design ensures the sealing quality.
Easily fill solid, liquid, powder, granules, sauces and
condiments, beverages, dried fruits, snacks, dry
mixes, etc.

Changzhou Huituo
Technology Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6D30
CAMA ASIA (CAMA GROUP)
Booth No. 5E55
PACKAGING MACHINERY DIVISION - SIDE
LOADING
SIDE LOADING - "CL" Horizontal
Cartoning Machines.
Side Loading Systems.
Since 1981, Cama has
been supplying cartoning
machines and now offers its
CL, horizontal cartoning machine series, with “state
of the art” technology.
These electronic intermittent motion cartoning
machines have been developed and improved
to offer high-performance and reliable solutions for
side loading applications, for packing of flow-wraps,
pouches, bags, thermoformed trays, blisters jars
and more. The Cama cartoning machines can be
integrated into complete production lines in both
food and non-food markets.

Super master
The cosmetic flexible
production line is a humanmachine cooperation
intelligent combination device
for cosmetic field. It is made
up of many small functional
machines that can be freely
moved and split together. Its
appearance is exquisite and
its volume is exquisite, which
greatly meets the diversified production needs of
cosmetics.
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Createch (Beijing)
Limited

Dan Yang Hengwei Plastic
Packaging Co.,LTD

Booth No. 5B36

Booth No. 5D84

Rovema BVC 家族

POF Shrink Film

The continuous motion Form
Fill and Seal machine BVC
is designed for maximum
output performance. The
machine is equipped with the
Sense&Seal product detection
and the high-quality sealing
technology Premiumseal
also at high speeds. This results in a very high
machine efficiency whilst producing perfect bag
quality. The machine can process almost all mono
and laminate packaging materials of different
thicknesses to enable the production of a variety of
bag styles. Depending on the packaging material
the BVC machines can also be equipped with
different sealing types like heat sealing, impulse
welding for PE films or ultrasonic sealing. Additional
devices to produce bag styles

POF Shrink Film
POF shrink film is a strong,high
clarity,biaxially oriented,heat
shrinkable film with stable
and balanced shrinkage.This
film has a soft touch and will
not become brittle at normal
freezer temperature.It is a cost effective noncrosslinked film that works easily on most shrink
packaging machines.
We produce POF shrink film rollers,POF plastic
bags,printing POF film rollers,printing POF plastic
bags.
POF shrink film is suitable to
beverage,books,cosmetic,
Battery,fruit ,vegetables and so on.

Eagle Product Inspection
DAJIANG MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6E35
MAP Tray Sealer DL-410K
DL-410K is a MAP tray
sealer that packs food
by gas exchange in
a closed chamber. In
order to do this, the
machine suck out the air
using oxygen pump, and inflates preservation gas
under accurate measurement. The accuracy of
gas mixture reaches 99% - 99.5%. This technology
feature has strongly enhanced the preservation of
the food.
This equipment can be used for cold fresh meat,
deli product, preserved food, beef, mutton, pork,
cheese, fruit and vegetable and so on.
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Booth No. 5G42
Eagleô P ack 400 HC
Eagle Product Inspection
delivers continuous protection
of your products to safeguard
your brand reputation and
customers’ wellbeing. Our
long history of designing and
supporting reliable product
inspection solutions for the food industry gives
us a unique depth of market and application
knowledge, enabling us to develop comprehensive
inspection technologies to suit your production
needs and facilitate compliance with international
and local food safety standards.

Exhibits Preview
Elin Packaging Machinery
Co.,Ltd.
Booth No. 6K06
Automatic Big Bag
Production Line
Filling Weight:5kg-50kg
Filling accuracy:+10~30g Packing Speed:
3-8bags/min

Foshan HAOMINGDA
Machinery Manufacturing
Co., Ltd
Booth No. 6F40
Fully automatic pillow packing
Packaging products
mainly include
vegetables, hardware,
food, daily necessities,
pharmaceuticals, hardware spare parts and
all kinds of solid-state shape regular product
packaging machines.

EPLUS Packaging
Technology Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5F36
EVE 2500CS/SS Vertical Continuous High Speed
Packaging Machine
* Adapt to multiple types
of products, continuous
movement with high production
efficiency（200bpm）;
* Open design for easy
operation and maintenance;
* Low height design, which is
conducive to product filling protection;
* Module integration, easy to integrate with
upstream and downstream equipment.

Fortress Technology Inc
Booth No. 5H56
X Ray Inspection
MEKI is an automated
product quality control system
using the latest X-ray image
processing technology. The
system images the inside
of food products detecting
foreign objects (e.g.
metal, stones, glass, bones and denseplastics),
simultaneously ensuring the overall quality, such as
form and shape,completeness and integrity, and
presence or lack of presence. High moisture, salt
content or different type of packaging materials (like
metal)are not a problem for the inspection.

FOSHAN HIGH-TECH MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
Booth No. 5G32
14 heads multihead weigher
14 heads multihead weigher is
suitable for quantitative weighing
of wet, granule, slice, roll or
irregular shape material such
as frozen dumplings, frozen
vegetable, plastic part, camphor
ball, small metal and herb etc.

FOSHAN HOSNG PACKAGING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6A18
HS-520W two in one packaging machine
The machine will automatically
complete all packaging processes
from feeding,measuring,filling,pr
inting,finished Bag,high precision
and efficiency without crash the
material,stable performance,costeffective, suitable to use in packing
many kinds material which the shape
is granule, bar,such as candy,rice,nuts ect.
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FOSHAN JINTIAN
PACKING MACHINERY
CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6C40
Fully Automatic Packing Machine
1.English and Chinese screen
display,operation is simple.
2.PLC computer system,
function is more stable,
adjustment any parameters
not need stop machine.
3.It can stock ten dispose,
simple to change variety.
4.Sever motor drawing film,
position accurately.
5.Horizontal,vertical teperature control, suitable for
various of mix film, PE film packing material.
6.Packing type diversification,pillow sealing,standing
type,punching etc.
7.Bag-making, sealing,packing,print date in one
operation.

FURUKAWA.MFG.
CO.,LTD.
Booth No. 5D05
Vacuum packaging machine

HI Series

Film over products arranged on
another film (tray or form plate),
bag stuffing is not needed.
Moreover, since the film tightly
envelops the product, frost does
not form on contents as happens
with stretch packing, thus
preventing drying.
Since the upper film is contacted
with the lower film (tray or form plate), dripping is
unlikely and stretching is preventing.

Fuzhou Min-tai Machinery Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5K85
MT-110-3Z automatic packing machine

FUJI MACHINERY CO., LTD
Booth No. 5E41
Horizontal Pillow Packaging Machines
FUJI MACHINERY
presents a new
flagship model
of high speed
horizontal pillow
packaging
machine. We brushed up the basic characteristics
of packaging machines and produced a safe
and secure machine that is easier to understand
and use than previous models. It greatly reduces
the labor done by the operator by automatically
calculating the necessary numerical values just by
entering the basic information of the product you
want to wrap.
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Through the entire
column on the
transport of eggs
size head to
adjust, to ensure
egg head unified
upward, to ensure
the freshness of egg storage.
characteristic:
a) this machine can be connect with eggs central
collection system or egg cleaning production line.
b) it is grading by egg weight and pack
automatically, while adjusting the bulk up, good to
egg storage;
c) Touch screen operation, can be set to different
levels of weight, up to 6 classes.
d) it is suitable for 6*5=30 paper trays or plastic
trays
e) you can choose automatic dispatch or manual
dispatch

Exhibits Preview
GEA
Booth No. 5G36
GEA Powder Systems
GEA Powder Systems is
dedicated to the world –class
design and manufacture of
Powder Handing including:
-Dry Blending Systems
-Ingredient Unloading Systems
-25kg Bag Filling and Powder
Packing Systems
-Retail Container Filling Systems
-Inert Gas and Modified Atmosphere Powder
Packing Systems
-Bulk Bag (Supersack or FIBC) Powder Filling Systems
-Integrated Automation Systems

Gericke (Shanghai) Pte Ltd
Booth No. 5A20
Dense phase conveying system
Dense phase conveying system
from Gericke is well-known used
for gentle conveying to prevent
abrasion due to slow conveying
speed. Dense phase conveying
system equips the controller to
manage plug conveying and
pulse-line system. Dense phase
conveying system transfer material
distance up to 400m and air flow up to 80m3/hr

Guangdong Kenwei Intellectualized
Machinery Co., Ltd
Booth No. 6K10
1st G Standard Multihead Weigher
It is suitable for weighing
leisure foods such as candy,
seeds, jelly, pet foods, puffy
foods, pistachio, peanuts,
nuts, raisins etc. and big shell
nuts, hardwares, dried fruits,
frozen foods, snack foods,
meatballs and so on.
1. Adopt high precision and high accurate loadcell
of famous brand, resolution is improved up to 2
decimal;
2. Program recovery function can reduce
operation failures and support multi-segment
weight calibration;
3. No products auto pause function can improve
weighing stability and accuracy;
4. 100 programs capacity can meet various
weighing requirements and user-friendly help menu
contributes to easy operation;
5. Linear amplitude can be adjusted independently
in the running;
6. Many languages available for global markets.

Guangdong Xintianli Holdings
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6B10

Guangdong Highdream
Intellectualized Machinery
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5G01
30 Heads Blending Weigher With Memory
Hopper
Special Features：
Multihead Weigher for Mixing
Products Mix 2 to 7 products in one
single weigher.
New memory hopper technology
applied to achieve higher speed and accuracy.
Application：
Mixtrue products like small granule/snacks/ nuts/
sweets etc.

Roll film
Usage/application
Liquid(shampoo, body wash,
cream, jelly, sauce...)
Solid(snack, spice, coffee, nuts,
sugar, powder, seasoning...)
Good heat sealing performance, good moistureproof performance,
strong matching with the packaging machine,
improve packaging
production efficiency, reduce production costs。
Different structures
have different properties such as barrier, shading,
heat resistance
and cold resistance.
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Guangzhou All-bloom
Packing Machinery
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6G10
Multi Stick Granule / Liquid / Powder Packing
machine
Multi stick packing machine,
suit to pack powder, granule,
liquid ,is automatic packing
machine, which can make the
straight cutting stick, zig zag
stick, round corning cutting and
customized shape cutting.

GUANGZHOU
GANTAN PACKAGING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 5G18
MIXING WEIGHER
The spark series weigher is
capable of mixing up to 8
kinds of products. With the
boost of memory bucket,
multiple products mixing can
be achieved with minimum
number of heads with no
comprise on the combination possibility.
Various bucket capacities are available to handle
from small portion mixing to large weight mixing.

Guangzhou Greenfields Import
& Export Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 5N85
Packaging Film
We produce different types of
automatic packing film used
for packing the puffed food,
condiments & dipping, powder
and daily chemical products, with
excellent performances in the
moisture protection, oxygen barrier, fast sealing at
low temperature and workability on the machine.
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Guangzhou Leva Packaging
Equipment Co.,Ltd.
Booth No. 6A07
Fully auto fixed speed can sealing machine
Fully automatic fixed
speed can sealing
machine, 35 cans per
minute, suitable for
sealing or sealing the
bottom of plastic cans,
tin cans, aluminum cans and paper cans. Widely
used in food, chemical and other industries, but
also in the canning industry of tinplate cans and
paper cans.

GUANGZHOU RIFU PACKAGING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6H17
Filling machine
The piston filling machine
is a new generation
developed by our
company. It adopts
the principle of piston
type quantification.
The electrical and
pneumatic components
are selected from
world famous brands.The machine has many
advantages,such as beautiful appearance, strong
adaptability, simple operation, accurate filling and
convenient maintenance.The piston filler is the best
suited for viscous products that are paste, semi
paste, or chunky with large particlates. The piston
fillers are built to meet food grade standards and
can also handle various chemical applications.

Exhibits Preview
Guangzhou Utrust
Packaging Equipment
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5P70
Automatic Vacuuming and Nitrogen Filling Can
Seamer
Processes of vacuuming,
nitrogen filling and
seaming are conducted
in seamed chamber to
effectively prevent air
from entering the cans
again;Different-sized poptop cans and milk powder
cans can be seamed by replacing accessories like
lid-pressing mould, can clamp and lid-dropping
device;Can-lid interlock control: corresponding
lid is given only when there is a can body on the
conveyor belt,and the lid will not be offered if there
is no can body on the conveyor;The machine
will stop in case of no lid: it can automatically
stop when the lid is dropped by the lid-dropping
device so as to avoid seizing of lid- pressing
mould by the can and parts to damage seaming
mechanism;With high precision digital pressure
sensor for vacuum pressure detection, the vacuum
pressure can be set freely as required; Extremely
low vacuum degree can be achieved with highpressure vacuum pump;The machine can realize
different functions like vacuuming without nitrogen
filling, no vacuuming & no nitrogen filling and so
on;

Hangzhou Zon Packaging
Machinery Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 6F10
ZH-A10 Multihead Weigher
ZH-A10 Multihead Weigher is
developed for precise and
high-speed quantitative
weighing packaging system.
It is suitable for weighing
materiel of grain, stick, slice,
globose, irregular shape such
as candy, fruits, nut, pet food, seeds, puffed food,
frozen food, small hardware.

Heat and Control
Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5F08
FastBackÆ Horizontal Motion Conveyor
1. Horizontal motion
travel rate 12 m/min;
2. Low product damage
and seasoning loss;
3. Counter-balanced
drive reduces
transmitted vibration;
4. Uses 40% less energy than comparable
conveyors; 5. Lowest operation cost and highest
resale value; 6. 5-year drive train warranty

Henan Anpo Packing
Machinery Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 6F55
Fully Automatic Powder Packing Machine
1.Easy operation:
PLC control, HMI.
2.Easy to adjust
the bag width: can
adjust different kings
of specification
within 5 minutes.
3.Synchronized
adjust each group of clamping device.
4.Will not feed the materials when no bag or bag
opening is not completed.
5.Will not seal the bag when no feeding material in
bags.
6.When the door is opening, will stop the machine
and alarm(This performance that buyer can select),
no color belt, will stop the machine and alarm.
7.When air pressure is not enough or sealer
temperature is not normal, will alarm.
All parts that contact the material is made of
stainless steel or food grade plastic, it can meet the
hygiene requirements
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Hˆr mann Beijing
Trading Co., Ltd

IKonMac Inkjet Printer
Co.,LTD

Booth No. 5E70

Booth No. 5G82

Flexible high-speed doors V 3515 SEL Alu-RI

E70 dynamic data jet printer

Flexible high-speed doors
V 3515 SEL Alu-RI adopts
tubular motor, which is
built into the inside of the
scroll, does not occupy
the side installation space
and is easy to install even
in rather tight spaces.
The standard variablefrequency control system makes the door switch
fast and gentle, which meets the requirements of
quick opening for the door, meanwhile, maximizes
the protection of the door and extends its service
life. The standard safe light grille can automatically
detect the obstacles beneath the door and stop
shutting off the door to ensure the safety in the
process of passing. The standard galvanized steel
door cover is fully sealed to protect the motor and
connecting cable from external erosion.

E70 has the ability of printing
with high reliability and
high speed. It can print a
large number of bar code,
two-dimensional code,
special two-dimensional
code, variable information, sequence numbering,
variable numbering, effective date, variable
trademark / graphics, address and other variable
data. A wide range of functions and options make
it a powerful, but easy to use carton code device
that can meet variable data code requirements for
variable data and carton code. The height of the
spray printing is up to 70mm, and the speed is up
to 50m/min

Iwis Antriebssysteme
Booth No. 5B51
HUZHOU BEISITE PACKAGE TECHNOLOGY
CO.,LTD.
Booth No. 7J99
Polyester composite strap
Composite strap is made
of high-strength polyester,
and it has been widely
applied in transport safety
packaging for its special
texture and high anti
cushioning performance.
Due to its components of
high macromolecular synthetic polyester, it can well
bind and fix scattered bundles of goods, making
their transport more secure and fast.
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MEGAlife maintenance free chains
MEGAlife
maintenance
free roller and
conveyor chains
can be applied
in all areas where
post installation
lubrication is not
at all or only partly possible. This is the case in clean
and dry surroundings or in applications with difficult
lubrication passage. MEGAlife maintenance free
chains are corrosion resistant due to nickel-plated
parts and can be utilized in a temperature range
from –40°C up to +160°C.
All maintenance-free MEGAlife roller chains from
JWIS have an extremely high breaking and fatigue
strength, which means even better operational
reliability for the customer. The chains offer
exceptionally high wear resistance and long service
life even without re-lubrication, keeping downtimes
and servicing requirements to a minimum.
Depending on the customer application, MEGAlife
maintenance-free chains are supplied either dry or
ready-treated with special-purpose lubricant.

Exhibits Preview
JIANGYIN BAIRUIJIA PLASTICS &
SCIENCE CO.,LTD

JINING DONGCHENG PLASTIC
PACKING CO.,LTD

Booth No. 6N22

Booth No. 6A08

Cross Link Film

Polyolefin(POF) Shrink film

Cross linked film is 100%
made by PE . After cross
linked, its tensile strength
and heat shrinkage rate
of the film are improved
a lot, and the range of shrinkage temperature is
wider. It can help you solve problems in packaging.

Pof Srink Film is an
exceptionally versatile,
easy-to-run, new premium
performance film with
improved clarity and
strength, Ideal for almost any shrink packaging
application.

JINAN DAYI EXTRUSION MACHINERY CO., LTD

Kinglai Hygienic
Materials Co.,Ltd

Booth No. 6T27
Puff Snack Production Line
Double-screw Extruder, is used to produce various
kinds of puffed snacks, fried
sancks, corn flakes, bread
crumb, nutritional rice, etc.
The raw materials can be
corn powder, rice powder,
wheat flour, oat powder, or
other grain powder.

Jinan Sinopuff Machinery Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5P43
Puff Snack Extruder
Twin Screw Extruder uses
grain，potatoes，and beans
as the main raw materials,
by taking the advantage of
pressure difference between
inside and outside in a
high temperature and high pressure condition to
produce a variety of puff snack which is popular
in the market, such as fragrant chicken, rolls, crispy
stick, rings etc. By changing moulds and assistant
equipments, it can also produce nutritional powder,
grain gruel and many other leisure snacks in
different shapes. This automatic process line is of
leading level for its superior characters, such as,
"applied to many materials, convenient operation
and maintenance, low power consumption, high
output".

Booth No. 6B02
KL-C SERIES CENTRIGUAL PUMP
The volute type pump
casing is more convenient
for fluid transportation,
and the impeller with
large angle design can
meet the requirements of
soft treatment of products,
and this type products are widely used in food,
beverage, dairy, alcohol and other industries.

Kunshan Anheng Automation
Equipment Co.,Ltd.,
Booth No. 5P35
High speed check weigher
Application scope: pharmaceutical, food, health
care products, daily chemical
industry, and other industries.
• Divsion Value:0.02g
• Detection Precision:±0.2g
• Detection Range:3~200g
• Detection Speed:Max.250 pc/min)
• Area classification of three weight,
displayed on the screen
• Store 100 product formula parameters, easy to
switch
• Stainless steel or carbon steel structure support,
surface spray treatment
Two - three - stage belt conveyor structure,
effectively ensure weighing
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LANHAI FINENORM
CODING CO.,LTD

Mettler-Toledo International
Trading (shanghai) Co.,Ltd

Booth No. 5P85

Booth No. 5E45

HOT INK ROLL

C35 Checkweigher

TO PRINT PRODUCTION
DATE

With a throughput of up to
600 packs per minute, a
weighing range from 3 g to 10
kg and unparalleled weighing
accuracy, the C35 is the
industry's most advanced and
flexible checkweigher. Suitable
for demanding and complex
production processes and
applications, the checkweigher is highly-adaptable
and can be modified to meet any customers
requirement with 250 performance and productivity
enhancing options. Systems can be operated
intuitively in 30 languages via a 15" touchscreen

Luoyang Jinyu New Material
Technology Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 7H10
11 layers Co-extruded Casting Film
High barrier EVOH 11
layers co-extruded casting
thermoforming film is
made by W&H casting
machine. The uniform layer
thickness ensure the good
heat seal performance,high strength. Multilayer
structure design makes the high barrier, and
the casting process technology ensures better
transparency,softness and gloss.

Mekitec Ltd.
Booth No. 5H55
X Ray Inspection
MEKI is an automated product
quality control system using the
latest X-ray image processing
technology. The system images
the inside of food products
detecting foreign objects (e.g.
metal, stones, glass, bones and
denseplastics), simultaneously
ensuring the overall quality, such
as form and shape,completeness and integrity,
and presence or lack of presence. High moisture,
salt content or different type of packaging materials
(like metal)are not a problem for the inspection
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Meypack Verpackungssystemtechnik
GmbH
Booth No. 5B38
Case packers of the VP 400 series
The intermittent
(cycled), highly flexible
machines of the VP
400 Series pack in
trays, wrap-around
cases and trays with lids. The application “tray with
lid” is possible in two variations, where the lid is
either inserted or glued. The required cardboard
blank quality conforms to the industry standard.
The lowering principle is a special attribute of
the VP 400 Series, which is equipped with and
controlled by modern servo-technology. Positioned
on an index chain, the product formations are
transported at a low level through the machine,
which guarantees the best possible folding and
formation of the packaging unit. In addition, the
lowering principle makes a space-saving, compact
construction of this series possible – one advantage
among others. Thanks to the mostly standardised
components, the machines can be quickly and
efficiently assembled. The VP 400 Series is suitable
for an output of up to 30 cycles per minute.
For all of the VP 400 Series machines, the product
infeed can be designed as either an inline or an
angled version. The Meypack case packers of the
VP 400 Series can be combined with the shrink
wrappers from the SW Series.

Exhibits Preview
MAINPACK INDUSTRIAL
CO., LTD.
Booth No. 5N50
MINI-BOX STITCHER
FOR QUICK,RELIABLE STAPLING
OF BOXES,BLISTER PACKS AND
MASK.

MINPACK TECHNOLOGY
(SHANGHAI) CO., LTD
Booth No. 5B18
Horizontal premade Weigher packaging
machine
MG-200W equipped with high
quality multi-head weigher,
which by our patented
technology on the channels.
Is tailored to weighing and
packaging Irregular and
granular materials, to weigh
consistently and precisely
across a very high speeds.
Such as potato chips, chips, candies, seeds etc…
Suitable for 3-400ml packaging with speeds 40-60
ppm.

Movacolor
Booth No. 5K37
MCBalance
MCBalance:
gravimetric high
precision dosing
The MCBalance* is
the highest standard
in gravimetric dosing.
It proves its value
on a daily basis in
all branches, under all circumstances in injection
molding, blow molding and extrusion.
The dosing cylinder and patented weighing
technology ensure extremely accurate dosing,
even when low dosage rates are required. In this
way, high savings on expensive additives can be
achieved.
The continuous loss-in-weight measuring feature
and automatic motor speed adjustment are key to
a stable production process. This guarantees high
quality end products and fewer rejects.
Maximum control, efficiency and savings for
plastics producers
Gravimetric in-line dosing system MCBalance offers
plastic producing companies maximum control,
maximum efficiency and maximum savings.
Through continuous loss-in-weight measuring, one is
ensured of the best results for the best price.
The MCBalance dosing system continuously
calibrates the dosages and adjusts automatically.
The MCSmart system enables the producer to
monitor all MCBalance dosing systems from one
computer.
Plastic processors worldwide choose this gravimetric
dosing unit for stability in coloring with masterbatch,
powder or regrind. This gravimetric unit can easily
be adjusted to a multi-component system, so that
you can dose up to six additives at the same time!  
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Exhibits Preview
Mpac Langen

OPTIMA consumer GmbH

Booth No. 5G51

Booth No. 5N39

MAESTRO & VENTO Cartoner, SOLANO & BORA
Case packer, LRC-700 Palletizer, Sticks Flexcount
systems
Customized infeed
system for collation
& grouping different
product;
- Performance up to 550 cartons/min.;
- Multi-head rotary feeder;
- 3D format change within 10 minutes;
- Pre-break;
- Carton transport system guaranteed square
cartons.

Nikka Densok Limited
Booth No. 5D08
Magnetized Metal Detector
Magnetized Metal Detector
is a special model that can
detect magnetic metals from
aluminum foil package, and
realized super high sensitivity for
your food safety.

Ningbo Estes Intelligent
Equipment Co.,Ltd

Your successful market
entry: with a modular and
configurable concept, the
OPTIMA CFR provides an easy
and automated packaging
level that can secure a swift
production and process flexibility. At Propak, Optima
Consumer will present the filling and packaging
process of CFR machine.
- Automatic coffee capsule handling, filling and
closing
- More than 90 years’ dosing experience
- Compact design, small footprint
- Made in Germany, servo driven
- Easy access to operation and maintenance
- Output: up to 220 capsules/min
Optima Consumer booth will also provide
information about high-performance filling solutions
for infant formula with an ultra-accuracy and
efficiency.

Packaide Machinery
(Guang Zhou) Co., LTD
INSPECTION&AUTOMATION

埃特世

Booth No. 7F01
Complete 3 pc can body and ends production
line
It is a tinplate can
production, including
slitter, welder,
inside lacquering /
powder , outside
lacquering, oven,
necker/flanger/beader/seamer, tester and Palletizer.
Line speed could up to 500cpm. Line is used for
beverage, canned food, aerosol spray, chemical
paint package.
Auto Tinplate lock seam can production line
machine for wine, biscuit, tea, candy package, line
speed up to 60cpm, line including the function of
blank feeding, notching, flanging, beading, lock
seaming, top side inner curling, Seaming.
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CFR filling and packaging line for coffee
capsule

Booth No. 5P05
2Lane liquid stick pack machine
Special quick fitting designing
for the mechanical part, no
need adjust.
Main function of machine:
auto feed film, film correction,
split, form, vertical seal,
horizontal seal, bag pulling,
cut easy tear notch, special
shaped forming, filling, ready
stick conveying out. Could
work together with auto feeding elevator and
carton machine;
Machine suitable for both liquid and cream
product like shampoo, mouth wash liquid, cream,
juice etc.
With Europe /Japan brand electrical components,
stable and strong featured function.

Exhibits Preview
PAXIOM GROUP
Booth No. 5G12
Linear scale, multi-head weigher, vertical
bagger
(The PrimoLinear™
family of
automatic weigh
filling solutions
are designed
for weighing and dispensing of a wide variety of
products including but not limited to beans, rice,
poultry, snack food, confections, fresh produce,
spices, coffee, pet food, frozen foods, chemicals,
hardware and more.
The PrimoLinear™ is available in several models
and is designed for weight dispenses between 2
grams and 50 lb with filling rates up to 50 cycles
per minute.
Its leading edge PC controls can be precisely
configured to your specific product flow, speed
and accuracy requirements. All designs include
stainless steel open frame construction, tool-less
removable contact parts and more.English, 200
words max.)
The PrimoCombi multihead weighing machine is
designed and engineered for applications with
tight accuracy and/or high speed production
requirements.
This versatile automatic weigh filler is perfect
for dispensing confections, vegetables, fruits,
hardware, pharmaceuticals, nuts, snack foods,
dried goods, baked products and much more.

Great Silver Pack
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd
Booth No. 7Y23
Polyolefin Shrink Film
The five-layer coextrusion
polyolefin shrink film
produced by our
company has high grade
of transparency and low
specific gravity and is
economic and practical.
Compared with a threelayer heat shrinkable
film, it has obvious barrier property. It shrinks in two
directions during packing, and has quite high
toughness, and stable and balanced shrinkable
factor; after packing, it has a firm seal and small
and soft corner, is cold-resistant, insusceptible to
embrittlement and free from toxicity and peculiar
smell, and is the optimal substitute for PVC heat
shrinkable films. It prevents product surface from
dust and peculiar smell, is moisture-proof, and can
effectively protect a packaged object.
The product is suitable for semi-automatic and fullautomatic heat shrink packing machines.
The product is in accordance with American quality
test standard and SGS relevant test standard.
Standard POF shrink film, soft & low temperature
shrink film, hot slip POF shrink film, Fast Shrink Film,
Hot perforation POF shrink film with 10micron,
12micron, 15micron, 17micron,19micron,
25micron, 30micron are available.

PMMI - The Association for
Packaging and Processing
Technologies
Booth No. 5F66
PACK EXPO Las Vegas
PACK EXPO Las Vegas focuses on the latest
developments in packaging machinery, materials,
packages and containers, and components. The
most prominent companies in the industry will be
exhibiting and making product introductions at the
show.
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Qing dao Nissin Food
Machinery Co.Ltd
Booth No. 6F35
Double lane biscuit sandwiching machine and
packing machine RQM824W
Sandwiching machine
use servo motor drive,
performance is more
stable and more
accurate position.
Photoelectric detection of biscuits, no biscuit no
cream system. Sanitary design with stainless steel
for food contact parts including cream stencil and
interchange faster
Select turning feeding device across the production
line design and saving space
Equipped with waste collection system for easy to
cleaning and maintain
Every cream hopper with dependent motor and
reducer

QINGDAO BOSTAR PACKING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6D60
AUTOMATIC PACKING MACHINE
Solid block
products:
especially bakery
products such as
mooncake, bread,
cakes and so on.
Three servo motor driven; no product, no pack;
auto feeding
Tilted plate under main frame facilitates crumbs to
fall through the product
Human machine interface, PLC program
Photo cell sensor, auto tracking for cutting position
Security protective measures reach EU CE
certificate
10 recipes: keep up to 10 products recipes
2 sets of center sealing wheels
Gas flush system prevent cutting product
Cantilevered touch screen
Adjustable bag former
Alarm device for emergency stop
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Qingdao Dongping Junchuan
Industry Automation
Equipment Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5G78
Automatic rotary packaging machine
1. The machine replaces
the traditional manual
packaging, makes the
packing production goes
automatically, improves
production efficiency,
reduces production
cost by a large margin. The whole device can be
operated by one person, which reduced labor cost
greatly.
2. The machine meets the health standards of
food processing machinery. Components contact
with products are of food grade, which ensure the
health and safety.
3. Bags for this machine are premade. Finished
packing is good in pattern and sealing.
4. Premade bags of multi-layer compound,
monolayer PE,PP and paper are all usable for this
machine.
5. The machine can pack products of wide range.
The filling device is designed according to the
products and can pack solid, liquid, sauce, powder
and granule products.
6. The main components are of Germany SIEMENS
with friendly interface. And it easy to operate. The
main motor is controlled by frequency conversion.
The frequency is adjustable on the colored POD
panel according to need in a certain range.
7. This machine standard equipped with automatic
monitoring system. It can judge machine state
by monitoring air pressure, temperature controller
breakdown and bag open or not. It can control the
actions of date printer, material filling device and
hot sealing device. Thereby avoid wasting package
material and raw material to save production cost.

Exhibits Preview
QINGDAO HUAN SU
TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Rayman Detection
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Booth No. 5B08

Booth No. 5N15

HUANSU FRESH FOOD PRE-COOLING MACHINE

X-RAY INSPECTION SYSTEM

The HUANSU FRESH FOOD PRECOOLING MACHINE used
in heat treatment, cooked
food rapid cooling, cooling
process energy saving,
environmental protection,To
solve the problems of
excessive bacteria, long
time and high energy consumption in the cooling
process of traditional cold storage, improve the
production capacity, taste and color, and prolong
the shelf life of food;

Contaminants Detection- Detects
contaminants of high density,
including metal, glass, stone, bone,
rigid plastic and ebonite rubber etc.
Integrity Detection- Achieving
detection of damage, cracks,
abnormality, dislocation, missing,
defects，etc. and contaminants
synchronously

QINGDAO YILONG PACKAGING
MACHINERY CO., LTD

Renold (China)
Transmission Products
Co., Ltd. Hangzhou
Branch

Booth No. 5C31
YL-16ST
YL-16ST automatic bag
packaging machine is
suitable four-side sealed bag,
three sealed bags and back
sealed bags, self-reliance
bags and other bag-type
packaging. Can be packaged (bag width) 100-190
mm (bag length) 100-300mm bags, packaging
weight 10-1000grams, capacity 70-90 pouches/
min.
● The world's most stable cam mechanical
transmission technology to make equipment
running faster and more stable; failure rate,
low energy consumption, durability and wear
resistance.
Adopting the advanced technology of stable
circuit structure, man-machine interface, PLC,
frequency conversion and speed regulation to
make users operate and maintain simple, reducing
the cost of maintenance.
● Mechanical maintenance, easy maintenance.
The main part of the device using mechanical
transmission, the majority of oil-bearing, reducing
the oil injection site, easy maintenance.
● This machine specially designed plastic work
station, so that the seal is flat without wrinkles.
Therefore, a complete package pattern, sealing
good quality, very low breaking rate, can save a lot
of bags

Booth No. 5F85
Chain
Renold has more than
128 years of design,
manufacture of high quality
power transmission products
experience, for a guarantee
of product quality and
reliability in various industrial
applications commitment by
constantly proof. Renold main
products are: standard roller
chain and non-standard roller chain plate chain,
transmission chain, farm chain; Widely used in
various fields of precision engineering equipment:
building materials, packaging and food candy
manufacturing, transmission, shipping, paper
making, printing industry, wood processing, etc.;
Whether over riden or light load, indoor or outdoor,
clean or pollution, low or high temperatures, etc.
Various kinds of realistic industrial environment,
Renold products are to improve performance,
increase productivity and hard work
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Robatech
Booth No. 5H82
Concept Stream S unit
The tankless hot melt system is
designed for melting and
pumping of thermoplastic
hot melt in granulate form.
It gently melts on demand
and therefore is applicable
for both high and low glue
consumption applications. Optional volume control
monitors changes in adhesive consumption. Thanks
to the fast heat-up time of 16 minutes to 160 °C the
Concept Stream is quickly operational. In addition,
the adhesive system achieves a high melting rate
performance of 8 kg/h or 15 kg/h with minimum
space.

RUIAN ANTAI PHARMACEUTICAL
MACHINERY CO., LTD
Booth No. 5F78
DPB Series Flat Plate Blister Packing Machine
DPB Series Flat Plate
Blister Packing Machine
which suitable for
chocolate jam, butter,
honey etc paste blister
package.

RUIAN BAOFANG MACHINE
FACTORY
Booth No. 6T13

Rovema GmbH
Booth No. 5B36
Rovema SBS Brik pack
The SBS brick pack
machine is a combination
of a Form Fill Seal
machine with downstream
systems for bag and bag
closure designs. Thus the
bag is designed to meet
market requirements, provide extra convenience
and impart individual product presentation. You
can use the SBS to package a wide range of
products. The SBS ensures product-specific handling
and economical packaging of lumpy, granulated
and powdery products from the food or non-food
area – no matter whether cereals, pasta, spices or
biscuits. Flexibility is one of the outstanding features
of the machine. It offers the guarantee of attractive
and modern bag design and a secure investment.
Pack dimensions can be stored so that the SBS can
easily be converted to other format
sizes, filling functions or top shapes.
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Round collar Bag former
Bag former is for vertical
packing machine’s former
and it is important parts .

RUIAN XINYUAN PACKAGING MACHINERY
CO.LTD.
Booth No. 6A31
SEALER
FULL
AUTOMATIC
SEALER
MACHINE

Exhibits Preview
Ruian Haichina
Machinery Co.,Ltd

Ruwac Industrial
Vacuums(Suzhou)Co.,Ltd

Booth No. 5F76

Booth No. 5C36

DZH-120 Automatic Cartoning Machine

DS 6 Dust Extractor

DZH-120 Horizontal
automatic
cartoning
machine is an
integrated hightech product of
electromechanical, gas and light integration.
the machine.Through a series of photoelectric
control,the machine achieves a lot of complicated
actions, coordinated and ensured the packaging
quality. n line product feeding and detecting,
leaflet fold(1-4folds) and feeding, leaflet detecting,
canton opening and forming, products and
leaflet pushing into carton, printing batch number,
sealing carton with tuck-in or hot melt glue
device. Automatically reject lacking of leaflet or
prodcut and finished product out.Machine can be
connect with blister packing machine,cellophane
overwrapping machine ect for packaging line. It
is suitable for packaging size in a range, all kinds
of Food,aluminum plastic plates，Pharmaceutical
product, cosmetics, playing CARDS, etc.
Features：
Adopt of International famous brand of electric
components such for PLC touch screen,frequency
inverters.
Adopt human-machine interface.
Automatically displaying device fo
malfunction,speed and finished products counting.
Automatica detection and rejection device for
lacking of blisters or leaflets.
Stable performance,operation is easy.

Extractor System connected
to an automatic Precoating System has been
implemented to extract both
the mixing & filling operation.
Dust extractors in dust
explosion hazard areas (zone 22) pursue a single
goal: to ensure a dust-free and safe production
process free of disruption. The system are ideal for
extracting airborne dust DIRECTLY at source, or from
the production line.
The wide range of performance features makes
them suitable for almost all applications, as
portable units or as central vacuum system. They
guarantee consistent suction power and a long
service life.

RV-CLEANROOM SYSTEM
CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6G55
CLEANROOM WORKSHOP PARTITION WALL
Cleanroompanel is a sort of
new multi-functional building
material also called clean
sandwich
panel with both surfaces of
steel sheet
which is composed of
antistatic coating
steel sheet or color coated
steel sheet
or stainless steel sheets, and core material
is filled with polystyrene (PS) or polyurethane
(PU) or rockwool (fireproofing) or paper
honeycomb or aluminium honeycomb.
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Exhibits Preview
SBT Engineering Systems
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5A05
IQ4 Rectangular Search Head
The IQ4 Rectangular Search
Head Metal Detector is
designed to be integrated within
production lines or conveyor
systems. 7” Touchscreen with
a new easy to use interface，
Faster, Better Auto-Learn

Shandong
Dyehome Intelligent
Equipment Co.,Ltd

Shandong RIINS
Instruments
Company Limited
Booth No. 5B88
WTM310 Multi-channel transmitter
WTM310 series weighing
module is an industrialgrade multi-channel
weight acquisition and
transmission module
developed by RIINS
Company. It can achieve
stable, reliable, high-speed, high-precision industrial
weighing, and can pass the weighing results
through Ethernet and serial bus. Bluetooth and
other modes of output, for a variety of weighing
industrial control site to provide technical solutions.
The module can support up to 10-channel AD
acquisition, 2 RS232 interfaces, 1 RS485 interface, 2
Ethernet interfaces.

Booth No. 6B42
Automatic pre-stretching tray winding machine
TP series pallet winding
machine is suitable for
container transportation
of bulk cargo and
packing of bulk pallets.
It is widely used in glass
products, hardware
tools, electronic appliances, papermaking,
ceramics, chemical industry, food, beverage,
building materials and other industries. It can
improve the logistics efficiency and reduce the loss
in the transportation process. It has the advantages
of dust-proof, moisture-proof and reducing the
packaging cost. It is the ideal choice to improve
the packaging grade of products.
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SHANDONG XINDA
PACKING TECH CO.,LTD
Booth No. 7J112
PE shrink film
Tear resistance is particularly
strong,good protection.
Excellent shrinkage rate.
Waterprooft and dustproof
,make items more stable
,clean
It can used for single packing
or collection pack.
Printing service can be
offered.

Exhibits Preview
Shanghai Acepack
Intelligent Technology
Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5H18
Doypack Horizontal Packing Machine
DS series is
designed
for doypack
packaging
need, it can make standard doypack pouches, as
well as with special additional functions like zipper,
hanging hole, spout or special shapes. It also
has big size and duplex series, which can meet
packaging requirement of big volume and high
speed.

Shanghai Camozzi
Automation Control Co.,Ltd.

Shanghai CHANGLONG industrial
equipment co., ltd
Booth No. 6C25
Plate type sterilizing equipment
Applicable to heating,sterilization,heat preservation
and cooling etc.
technology requirements
of fresh milk, fruit
beverage and alcohol
etc.heat sensitive
liquids. The equipment
has such features
an high heat recovery, energy saving and low
consumption, compact structure,simple operation
and convenient maintenance etc.
Control methods:semi-automatic control, fullautomatic control(PLC control, touch screen
display)
Main accessories:plate type heat exchanger,
material pump, balancing tank,hot water system,
temperature controller and recorder,electric control
system etc.
Production capacity:0.5--50t/h

Booth No. 5H72
Series LR digital proportional servo valves
Series LR digital proportional
servo valves are direct driven
3/3-way valves with a patented
rotating spool system with
closed loop control circuit. The
electronic board is integrated
into the valve’s body ready to
connect.
Series LR*D2 digital
proportional servo valve has
been designed to be as compact as possible in
order to save space and to be mounted on a DINrail.
Thanks to this new digital version, the valve can be
configurated through a USB connection according
to different requirements.

SHANGHAI DAHE PACKING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD.
Booth No. 6G08
Model DH-Q3-D Automatic filling machine (1
line 2fillers)
This series machine is a newdesigned that we make it on
placing the old Turnplate Feeding
on one side. Dual auger filling
within one line main-assist fillers
and the originated Feeding system
can keep the high-precision and
take off the tiring cleaning of the
turntable. It can do the accurate
weighing & filling work, and also
could combined with other machines to buildup a
whole can-packing production line. This machine
could be used in filling milk powder, albumen
powder, condiment, dextrose, rice flour, cocoa
powder, solid drink, and so on.
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SHANGHAI DASESING PACKAGING
TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Shanghai Grepack Packing
Machinery Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5N31

Booth No. 5H36

HC-180 Horizontal Packing Machinery

I-Sleeve Pro II
I-SleeveProII sets the
standard speed up
to 1000bpm/180mm
(standard length),
the double head sleeve can be speeded up to
650bpm/180mm (standard length).
It significantly DASE-SING’s industry-leading thin
PET20um and PVC32um labeling technology, can
significantly reduce the film material cost. High
speed, precision, and determination.

SHANGHAI ISHIDA
ELECTRONIC SCALES
CO., LTD

Shanghai FuAn
Biomechatronics Corp
Booth No. 6T03

Booth No. 5E20
上海富安医疗科技有限公司
FuAn Biomechatronics Corporation

Air bubble / temperature
integrated sensor
Detect air bubble and temperature

Shanghai GreenFill
Mechanical & Electrical
Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5C82
Modular Belt
Plastic Modular Belt
is made by PP,POM
and PE. The modules
are not the same
width in two rows.
One row is small
and another one is bigger. This is mean the belt
will be more strong and long lifetime. The ScanBelt
material are all food approved. The belt design are
all ourselves. The belt are all easy to clean. We can
provide free technical support.
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Horizontal type packing
machine can meet the
high quality packaging
requirements. It is the ideal
choice for big pouch
packaging. It adopts double filling nozzle,speed
is faster and also suitable for two different product
packaging. It can produce 3 and 4 side seal
sachet.Suitable for powder,liquid,paste,solid
product packaging. It use film roll as packing
material,lower the cost and improve the benefit.

Multi-head Weigher
Labor cost and reduce product
giveaway. ISHIDA manufactures
the lastest models from the
world’s best-resourced, leading
brand of MHW is the surest route
to maximizing these benefits-and
gaining a new level of competitive advantage.

Shanghai Torch Intelligent Equipment Co.,
LTD
Booth No. 6C50
High performance online weight testing
machine
Weight detection, upper and
lower limit discrimination or
weight classification in various
automated production lines and
logistics conveying systems;
Widely used in pharmaceutical,
food, toys, hardware, daily
chemical and other industries online weight testing;
It can directly replace manual weighing, improve
production efficiency and consistency and
reliability of weighing.

Exhibits Preview
SHANGHAI KUKO PACKING
MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

SHANGHAI PRECISE
PACKAGING CO.,LTD

Booth No. 6N40

Booth No. 6E08

Fully-closed horizontal double side sealer &
shrink tunnel
Continuous
sealing & cutting
and no limits
of the item
length make
it particularly
suitable for longer, wider and heavy products’
fully-closed packaging with PE film, such as doors,
furniture, ladders, mattresses and other heavy and
oversized objects;
The waste film can be winded automatically for
easily clean-up;
Side sealing lines can be adjusted to the desired
position which based on the product’s height in
order to achieve excellent sealing strength results;
For 0.04 ~ 0.18mm thickness PE shrink film;
Input & output conveyors and colored film
positioning function can be added as per customer
demand;
Humanized touch smart operation interface is
convenient for the operator to use;
Siemens PLC program controller achieves the
integrations of mechanism, electricity and
pneumatic;

SHANGHAI LEADWORLD
MACHINEY TECHNOLOGY
CO.,LTD
Booth No. 5T18
Thick Sauce Filling Product Line
Thick sauce filling
product line is widely
used for various
tomato sauce,
tomato salad,
Jam (it can include granular.), sweet spreads, chilli
sauce, peanut butter, sesame butter, barbeque
sauce and so on, the machine can filling various
specification of glass bottle, plastic bottle, cans.

High speed brick aseptic filling machine
PBA16000-high speed
brick aseptic filling
machine series is a paperbased soft packaging
aseptic high-speed filling
production line developed
by our company, which
takes full advantage of our
own technological advantages, learns advanced
technological principles and fully combines with
the actual needs of the market. It can produce
packaging of various specifications between 125
and 1000ML. It is suitable for pure milk, yogurt, fruit
juice, protein beverage, tea beverage, etc.

SHANGHAI QCPACK
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6C28
Fully-auto L Bar Sealer Shrink Wrapping Machine
The machine is suitable for shrinkage packaging
in stationery,
food, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals,
hardware and other
industries. Adopted
imported PLC
automatic program control, easy operation, safety
protection and alarm function that effectively
prevents incorrect packaging. It is equipped with
an imported horizontal and vertical detection
photoelectric, which makes it easy to switch
selections. The machine can be connected
directly with the production line, no need additional
operators.
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SHANGHAI ROCKY ADHESIVES
CO.,LTD

Shanghai Wezer Machinery
Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Booth No. 6A60

Booth No. 5N45

Hot Melt Adhesive for Low Temperature Box
Sealing (Metallocene)
Metallocene hot melt adhesives
have good high temperature
and low temperature resistance,
good aging resistance, less
amount of glue, low cost and
high cost performance.
New generation of automatic
low-temperature metallocene
sealing hot melt adhesive: it provides the latest
automatic carton box sealing hot melt adhesive for
intelligent packaging.

Shanghai Shigan Industrial
Co.,Ltd.

Auto Bag Opener
Auto Bag Opener is
designed independently
by Wezer to meet the
market demand. It
is suitable for food,
pharmaceutical and
chemical industries,
and is qualified in accordance with GMP and
national environmental standards. The bag opener
also shows advantages of quick opening, easy
operation, automatic control and no dust leakage.
Major Technical Parameters:
Recommended Bag Size: 500×800 mm.
Capacity: 4 bags/min.
Motor Power: 2.2 kW/380V.
Flip Angle: 15°.
Instantaneous Max Air Consumption: 4l/s (Air
Pressure: 0.5-0.6mpa).
Material: SUS304 (material contact parts 316L if
required).

Booth No. 6A32
Online checkweigher SG-100
The SG-100 is a mechanical
device for small products.
Large screen and high
precision are its characteristics.
The accuracy can be up to
± 0.03-0.05g, and the fastest
speed can be 300 pieces /
minute. It is mainly suitable for
small-package products such
as pharmaceutical industry, health care products
and cosmetics, and is suitable for customers with
high requirements.
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Shanghai XinGuDe
Machinery Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 5E05
GDZ-130Bbatch packing machine for big size
box.
GDZ-130B,
batch packing
machine for big
size box.
The machine
use Germany
technology,
the machine is one complete frame and push
material with backward feeding. The equipment
use advanced international window design
principle, the operating side is separated from the
maintenance side, hygienic design with no dead
corner, easy and convenient maintenance, it is
suitable for many packing boxes.

Exhibits Preview
Shanghai Yamato Scale
Co., Ltd.

SHANTOU DACHUAN
MACHINES CO.,LTD

Booth No. 5F31

Booth No. 6D05

Yamato Alpha Advance Dataweigher

DC-820 Rotary Premade Bag Machine

Yamato Alpha Advance
Dataweigher
Speed ≧ 140BPM,
accuracy 0.1g. 10.4 inch
color touch operation
panel, weighing unit with
gravity shocking protection and easy maintenance
and low cost.

DC-820 Fully Automatic
Rotary Premade Pouch
Packaging Machine is
suitable for packaging
liquids,sauces,powders,
granules and pieces etc
into premade bags. Easy
in bags`alternations, high speed and excellent
bagging appearances.It can meet customer's
flexible and productive requirement with being able
to pack all the standard stand-ups, zipper bags,
and bags with unique shape

ShangHai Yanjie Technology
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6H30
UCS3 Thermal Transfer Coder
UCS3 coder is a stable,
reliable, and economical
intermittent Thermal Transfer
Coder with printing area of
32mm X 60mm.300 DPI print
head is used on our coder so
that coding effect is almost
the same as that of offset printing.

Shanghai Zongyi Industrial Automation
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6D50
Boiler
The characteristics of this
machine: soft box open box
molding, excellent backcover
storage box storage using
vertical storage method,
at any time to supplement
the empty box suction box, molding, back cover
automatic processing adjustment time for a single
change of specifications is about 1-1 .5 minutes,
the operation simple through the touch screen to
find the fault point information, Troubling-out can
be selected with safety door standard machine,
parts are available at any time according to user
requirements non-standard

Shantou Huaxing Machinery
Factory co ltd
Booth No. 6T14
Extrusion systems production line of snack
pellets
Extrusion systems
production line of snack
pellets is used to a wide
range of raw material,
such as potato starch,
potato powder, tapioca,
wheat flour, etc. Through
JY-pellet extruder can
get many shapes, such
as shells, screws, rings,
tubes, etc. The pellets become attractive snack
after frying and flavoring.

SHAOXING CSHBELT
CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6T23
Rubber Timing Belts
Timing belt drive consists of an
endless belt whose inner surface
has equal spaced teeth and belt
pulley which have the relative teeth.
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SHEN ZHEN GURKI
PACKING MACHINERY
CO., LTD

实现企业包装智能化

Booth No. 6K18
Carton erector
Automatic Carton erector
is a patented product
independently researched
and developed by
Gurkipack, speed reaches
12 boxes/min

SHENYANG GEOWELL APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
Booth No. 5K88
Dry scroll vacuum pump
Wide product lineup
Suitable for any type of
power supply around the
world
No oil back-diffusion,no oil
mist exhaust
Repeatedly operated
between atmospheric and vacuum
Low vibration,low noise and high efficiency
Ease of maintenance

Squid Ink
Manufacturing
Booth No. 5G66
Streamline 5 CIJ Printing System
Squid Ink’s Streamline
5 printing system is
designed to print
superior quality small
characters on a variety
of substrates: porous,
non-porous, smooth,
textured, curved,
concave and more. Printing up to 5 lines of text,
the Streamline offers a reliable, yet cost effective
solution for virtually any small character, primary
package coding application.
Unlike any other CIJ printer on the market,
Streamline 5 does not require a built in display
screen. Streamline 5 operates with a wireless
or wired touchscreen tablet running Squid Ink’s
powerful Orion software, allowing users the option
of controlling their printers on the production floor,
or networking multiple systems from one central
location. One tablet may be used to communicate
with multiple Streamline printers or any other Squid
Ink case coding printer using the Orion software
platform.
Streamline’s self-cleaning printhead with
CleanJet™maintenance routine allows quick and
easy automatic start-up and shut down. A simple
press of a button commands the printer to go
through a start-up cycle or flush the system for
shutdown. When routine maintenance is required,
components can be swapped out within minutes,
eliminating the need to purchase expensive filter
and pump assemblies or schedule costly service
calls.
Changing fluids in the Streamline 5 is a simple,
fast, and clean process. Clean cartridges of ink
and make-up can be replaced in seconds without
having to stop production. In addition, no chips
or RFID tags are used to lock users into a fluids
hostage situation with the printer manufacturer.
As a proven ink manufacturer, Squid Ink offers
a comprehensive range of inks for a variety of
applications and industry requirements.
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STATEC BINDER
GmbH

Suzhou Erve Packing
Technologies Co., Ltd.

Booth No. 5C40

Booth No. 5F18

PRINCIPAC

Film Overwrapping Machine

The PRINCIPAC is
a fully automatic
high-performance
bagging machine
for open-mouth
bags. With up to 2000 bags per hour the PRINCIPAC
is one of the fastest bagging machine for open
mouth bags in the world. Both pillow bags and
gusset bags with a filling weight of 10 kg to 50 kg
can be processed.

The overwrapping
machine that can be
supplied with various
feeding systems.
It is specifically
designed for the food,
tea and cosmetic
market by using the latest worldwide automation
technology, meets the request of reduced
overall dimension, accessibility, a very easy size
changeover procedure and maximum reliability.
The products can be wrapped either as single
packs or in bundles. Because of its flexibility and
easy operation, EP series is one of the best known
overwrapping machines in the packaging industry
and has proven itself at hundreds of satisfied
customers worldwide.
The Features are as follow: Highly reliable cam
driven technology；Envelope end fold warp and
Longitudinal seal on the base of pack ；PLC
control with highly intuitive Touch screen display,
Electronically adjustable machine speed；Large
and flexible size range, Low-cost change-parts；
Large range of pack type，Excellent packaging
quality；Rapid change-over facility; less than 10
minutes with the automatic adjustment feature；
Easy operation and maintenance；Oil tight steel
frame containing all motion- Easy cleanings,；
cGMP compliant design, robust balcony
construction

This bagging machine is ideally suited for any type
of free-flowing bulk material and with additional
equipment such as a dustproof filling spout also
for powdery products. Depending on customer
requirements, the machine is also available in a
stainless steel execution. Further options enable the
PRINCIPAC to be optimally adapted to customer
requirements.
Prefabricated pillow bags or gusset bags made of
woven PP, PE or paper are separated from a stack
in the magazine using vacuum suction cups and
transported to the pick up station. Here the bag is
opened via a suction bar, inserted onto the filling
spout, fixed and filled. The filled bag is then picked
up and placed on the conveyor belt and from
there transported to the bag closing machine,
which sews, seals or hot-glues the bag depending
on the material.

SuZhou Jagpack
packaging
Equipment Co., Ltd
Booth No. 5T09

Simply the Best.

ORGPACK
Full Touch Interface
Bundle Tightening Speed
Adjustable Packing
Function Collection

OR-T

适用于塑料打包带的手持工具

智能
创新
直观

TOUCH
FUNCTION
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SUZHOU SHENGBAIWEI
PACKAGING
EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD
Booth No. 5B67
High speed intermittent side sealer
Automatic product
detection by
photocells, automatic
& manual modes
available,centerfolded film applicable,intermittent sealing motion
with 3 sealing lines on package.
Advanced HMI, all setting & data storage
compacted in HMI, automatic error detection and
easy trouble-shooting.
Intermittent side sealing process without restriction
on product’s length.
Extra logo positioning for printed pattern film as
option
Cross sealing system driven by servo-motor,
accurate ,nimble motion, and perfect sealing line.
Constant temperature sealing system tailored for
POF and other industrial shrink film
Infeed conveyor/facility optional, product infeed
speed adjustable,fully-auto packing module
accommodating different product sizes

Teck Keung Manufacturing
(Wuxi)Co., Ltd
Booth No. 7J100
HL-10 with emboss RECLOSABLE ZIPPER
Material : Low density
polyethylene (LDPE)
Range
: 10mm with
emboss
Application : Compatible with
VFFS and HFFS machines
Quality : High performance
PE sealant layer
Performance: Low heat
sealing capability
Packaging : Available in roll and bulk
Safety
: Food contact grade (FDA 21 CFR
177.1520)

The Japan Food Machinery
Manufacturersí Association
(FOOMA)
Booth No. 5F45
FOOMA JAPAN 2019 (International Food
Machinery and Technology Exhibition)

Syntron Material
Handling LLC
Booth No. 5G48
Light Duty Feeder
Syntron Light feeders
are used for a
broad range of bulk
material processing
applications: feeding,
mixing, blending,
batching, grinding,
packaging, flaking,
freezing and drying. Syntron feeder feature
electromagnetic design, offering excellent
durability and reliability. Capacities range from
568kg to 23ton/hr
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FOOMA JAPAN is the largest
tradeshow, which offers you the
best solutions of production,
development, safety, hygiene
and productivity in food. In July
9 to 12 at Tokyo, you can see
advanced food machinery and
technology.
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Thermo Fisher Scientific
Booth No. 5G55
Thermo Scientific Versa Advantage
Checkweighers
Versa Advantage series are specially designed,
high accuracy and high
reliable online checkweigher.
• It has very wide application
range for different industry.
• Sanitary design, stainless
steel chassis and cabinet,
selected to comply IP20 or
IP65, versatile
for all kind of working environment
• Modular design and real time operation system
provides user friendly human machine interface
(HMI); Remote monitoring (option) allows easy
operation and maintenance
• Multi-level user access control, USB and RS232 in
embedded.
• Different configuration of models can be
selected to fit the application.

THOMSON
Booth No. 5G39
Linear Motion System
The diverse range of Thomson
guide and drive systems
can be configured to work in
harsh environments, at high
speeds and in high-precision
applications — all while striking a balance of
performance, life and cost.

Thong Guan Industries Berhad
(Suzhou) Co.,Ltd.
Booth No. 5K89
NANO 33
STRETCH FILM
Every stretch film we’ve made—and we mean
every single one — is produced on the same belief.
That it must contain loads; making it stable, safe
and secured on any pallet. That loads, must arrived
undamaged and in good condition. To us, you will
save more this way, not only saving on packaging
or wrapping costs, but saving further with goods
arriving safely to its destination.

TIANJIN HEXIN MACHINERY
CO., LTD
Booth No. 5T01
GT01 CAN LABELING MACHINE
Applying labels to round
containers like metal cans;
Paper labels;
Hotmelt and clod glue;
Two label feed systems
alternate to feed labels;
Easy change over to other containers and label
sizes;
Low glue consumption due to leading and trailing
edge gluing.

TIANJIN HONDON
PACKAGING&FOOD
MACHINERY CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6C20
Multi-lanes round corner/special shaped bag
powder packing machine
This machine is used to mass
production of pharmaceutical,food
and health care products,such as
herbal powder ,panax notoginseng
powder,protein powder,milk powder
and tea powder etc.Humanized
round corner design,which is not
easily to hurt your hand.Double
easy tear design makes it much easier to open.
High-precision of pulling film system,PLC,advanced
touch screen,automatic photo electricity tracked
system is adopted by this machine,which can
make sure the bag more beauty.Our own patented
volumetric system,servo motor control volume
accuracy,straight auger technology make sure
the sealing margin clean,no material stained
and with good airtight.Simple operation,perfect
structure,which can greatly improve the production
rate and reduce labor cost.
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TIANJIN ZERPO SUPPLY
CO., LTD

Topak Machine (Kun Shan)
Co., Ltd

Booth No. 5P33

Booth No. 5H31

PPL DUNNAGE AIR BAGS

Servo Horizontal Packing Machine

The outer shell of Zerpo's PPL
Dunnage Air Bags is made by
composite materials made of
Kraft paper & PP woven cloth.
The inner bladder is made
by 11 layers co-extrusion PA
film, with rapid inflation valve
sealed on it.
The outer shell material allows Zerpo's dunnage air
bag with firm, high pressure-bearing capacity, wide
range of application & excellent printing effects on
surface;
Zerpo's PPL dunnage air bags has been certified
by AAR Level 1, meet with RoHS requirement, could
bear compression force more than 9.5tons

Suitable for packing
cookies, candies,
mooncake, pastries,
bread, medicine etc.
We have several
types of machines for
packing different products.
Specialized belt type conveyor for packing sticky
products.
Various packing: Front seal package, Back seal
package, Chain bags with punch hole(Circle
punch hole, Euro lock punch hole, hand-carry
punch hole)and gusset bag.
Able to install various option device and match up
with automated infeed.
Operation stable, save labor cost.
Servo control, stainless steel cover.
Comfortable operation with Chinese touch panel,
can store several sets of product data.

T-LINE TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD
Booth No. 6C01
AEPTIC COLD FILLING SYSTEM
Aseptic cold filling
production line consists of
the cleaning and sterilization
technology, sealing isolation
technology, microbial
detection and control
technology, air purification,
filling sealing technology,
automation control technology, applied to acidic
beverages, neutral non protein drinks and energy
drinks production of advanced equipment. The
equipment can maximize expand beverage filling
process and can keep good beverage product
nutrients, flavor, color, especially for some thermal
sensitivity drinks is better. The diversification of
product appearance design and reduce the cost
of PET bottle offers a wide range of space.
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TOYO JIDOKI CO., LTD.
Booth No. 5K31
Automatic High Speed Pre-made Pouch Filler /
Sealer
Capacity: max. 90 ppm
- Pouch Size: W 80150mm, L 100-230mm
- Toyo Jidoki’s most
popular filler / sealer for
shelf stable retort & hot
fill applications
- Duplex filler sealer for
use with one or two-stage filling applications
- Intuitive, simple operation & maintenance with
focus on safety and sanitary design
- Fast, no tool & no Scrap changeovers
- Highly efficient & durable construction for multishift operation & long operating life

Exhibits Preview
TOYO MACHINE
MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD

URSCHEL CHINA LTD
Booth No. 5H45

Booth No. 5K01

Comitrol 9300

Stick packer
TOYO TM series Stickpackers
have been chosen by the
world's leading manufacturers.
Their form, fill and seal methods
are unique and provide high
reliability.
Pioneers of stick packing,
TOYO have many installation
references for a huge range of powders and
granules including sugar and sweeteners, soluble
coffee, creamer, infant formula, pharmaceutical
products, oxygen absorbers etc. Highly accurate
weight control filling systems can produce dramatic
cost savings.
TOYO's servo driven system makes product change
easy, quick and exactly repeatable, by memorizing
stick length and operation timings. Options are film
tracking guide (EPC), Nitrogen gas flush, Double
I-notch cutter, R-corner cutter, etc.
TM series can be connected with TOYO's TG series
collating machines, TOYO individual check weigher
and cartoning machines.

UNION CHEMICAR CO.,LTD.

Valco Melton

Booth No. 5G84

Booth No. 5A87

Thermal Transfer Ribbon
Thermal Transfer Ribbons
Thermal Transfer Ribbon falls into 3
general groups.
Although the commonly used
names for the 3 groups may
suggest otherwise, the pigment
layers for all three groups contain
both wax and resin.
The 3 groups are 1-WAX, 2-WAX/RESIN,

One-pass size reduction
of products such as fruits
and meats for baby
food, peanut butter
production, juices, and
other applications where
the final product will be a
slurry, paste, or liquid.
Product is guided to the
center of a high speed,
rotating impeller. Initial particle size reduction begins
as the inner ends of the impeller paddles strike the
product, breaking it into small pieces and causing
it to rotate. Size reduction continues as centrifugal
force moves product outward to the impeller tips,
which carry the product past the cutting edges
of the stationary microcut head. The product is
reduced in precise increments, emerging a predetermined size.
Size of cut is determined by the number, spacing,
and angle of blades in the microcut head. A wide
range of microcut heads enable the Model 9300
to produce a variety of particle size. Other factors
such as hardness of the product will affect size of
cut.

EcoStitch hot melt valves

3-RESIN.

MX valves operate at
extremely high speeds,
activating in as little as 2
milliseconds. MX valves
can be programmed to
work in bead mode or
EcoStitch dot mode with
the press of a button. Accurate EcoStitch patterns
can be produced with dots as small as 1mm in
diameter. This pattern creates a stronger bond with
increased fiber tear, resulting in improved package
strength and quality with minimal adhesive usage.
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VMECA
Booth No. 5B65
Magic Gripper
VMECA Magic Gripper system is
innovative vacuum technology
in packaging industry. VMECA
multi-stage vacuum cartridge
integrated. Easy to build
vacuum systems. 73% less
energy consumption. Fast response and excellent
performance.

WENLING DINGSHENG
VACUUM PUMP EQUIPMENT
CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6T11
Vacuum pump VP series
The product is widely used
in air condition,refrigerator
repair,lighting,electronic,opt
ical,chemical,pharmaceuti
cal,printing,food packaging
industry equipment and
automated production line.
Our product are exported to
the USA,Japan,EU and other countries and regions
worldwide.
The products can meet all different voltages from
all over the world,Such as 220~240V/50~60Hz，
380V/50Hz，115V/60Hz，110V/50~60Hz ect.

WENZHOU BROTHER
MACHINERY CO., LTD
Booth No. 6D25
Automatic Carton Erector
The utility model adopts
the vertical storage
cardboard method,
and can replenish the
carton board at any
time without stopping the machine. The structure
design of the unpacking machine: the packaging
process of the carton suction box, the unpacking,
the forming, the folding bottom and the back
sealing are completed at one time. It is suitable for
automatic opening and closing of carton of various
sizes. If you need to change the specifications
of the carton, you can adjust it manually, and
the time required is 1-2 minutes. The unpacking
machine can be used in stand-alone operation
or in conjunction with the automated packaging
line. The machine has stable performance, reliable
quality, strong applicability, high packaging
efficiency and long service life. High degree of
automation: automatic unpacking, automatic
folding of the lower cover, automatic sealing of the
bottom tape, the machine adopts PLC+ display
control, which is greatly convenient. Operation
is an indispensable assembly line equipment for
automated scale production.

Wenzhou Jienuo Machinery
&Technology Co., Ltd
Booth No. 7G23
Automatic rotary coffee capsule filling sealing
machine
Rotary Type Coffee Capsule
Filling Sealing Machine is suitable
for filling various types of coffee
capsules ( such as nesspressok/
k-cup/lavazza). Can automatically
complete the capsule cup's
automatic drop cup, automatic
filling, automatic suction film,
sealing, automatic cup and other functions.
The machine uses the Japanese ohm long
programmable logic controller, pneumatic control
element, intelligent digital display temperature
control system, with the features of high sealing
strength, good sealing performance, low failure
rate and small floor space, which is preferred
product for enterprise automation production.
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Wenzhou Youlian
Machinery
Manufacturing Co.,Ltd

Wuhan Rentian
Packaging Automation
Technology Co., Ltd

Booth No. 6B16

Booth No. 6B15

Automatic filling machine
Widely used for filling all kinds of
materials, suitable for daily chemical,
food, medicine, oil.For example: liquid,
paste, powder, granule, jam, etc.

Wepack Packing
Equipment Manufacturing
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6A33
COMPACK MACHINE
With 1.8L single layer bucket
multihead weigher, good for
weighing big size and heavy
weight products. The packing part
is incline, reduce the dropping
force, protect the product,
suitatble for fragil and easy
breaking products.
Dry & Processed Food, Fresh and Frozen Foods:
Snack Food, Seeds, Nuts, Coffee (granules/ beans),
Tea, Sugar, Grated Cheese, Bakery Products,
Candies & Confectionery, Rice, Nuts & Dried Fruits,
Spices, Pasta, Pet Food (pellets) etc.

WOLF Verpackungsmaschinen
GmbH
Booth No. 5D31

Rectangular
Coordinate Case
Packer
Rectangular Coordinate
Case Packer
The machine is used
to pack and arrange soft bags, strips, blocks,
boxes and other materials. It adopts top-loading
packing type and can rapidly achieve the
changing of materials and mode of packing.
Accuracy, high speed arrangement and packing
can be achieved through material arrangement
by race tracker, material picking and placing by
rectangular coordinate robot, and carton supply
and positioning device.
Extensive product applications: Suitable for the
various packing of soft bag products and bar
products, and applied in various industries such as
food, dairy products and flavorings.
High production efficiency: Packaging speed up to
450 pieces/min.
Excellent packing effect: The product placements
are controlled by the servo arrangement and
rectangular coordinate robot for picking and
placing. This way reduces the impact of product
packaging, which works well.
Change materials quickly: One key switch of control
system, switch quickly between the array-chain and
the manipulator clamp, one device can meet a
variety of production requirements.
Sanitary design: The main equipments adopt
stainless steel material and transparent
appearance design to facilitate inspection,
operation and cleaning.

Vertical, Form, Fill and Seal machine EPS II
Farbsystem:

CMYK
CMYK
RGB
HKS* RAL* Pantone*
Naturpapier
Kunstdruck
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Türkisgrün
90|00|30|00
90|00|30|10
27|163|158
51
5018 320
Violett
55|95|00|00
55|95|00|00
119|15|130
33/34 4008 258
Anthrazit
00|00|00|90
00|00|00|90
26|26|26
97
7026 440

The EPS II bagger combines
smallest footprint, highest output
speeds and low investment costs
in a one of a kind packaging
machine. It can pack for example
150g of potato chips at speeds of
100 B/min or even up to 140 B/min
on different weights of extruded
Snack food. In combination with the low investment
cost, and the continuous motion of this European
designed bagger, the EPS is a outstanding example
for the packaging industry. For more information,
please visit www.wolf-pack.de

*) Diese Farbwerte stimmen mit geringen Abweichungen mit den CMYK-Werten überein. Maßgebend sind die CMYK-Werte.
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Xi'an Shibo Fluid
Technology Co.,LTD

XUCHANG CHIKE MACHINERY
MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD.

Booth No. 6B06

Booth No. 5T15

ASP100A Fully Automatic Aseptic Filling
Machine
Automatic aseptic filling
machine is applicable
to the aseptic filling of
viscous or non-viscous
fluids such as fruit
juice , concentrates,
jam, vegetable juice, beverage, diary
products,pharmacy or other concentrated
products,which can aseptically fill continuous
aseptic bags in aseptic rooms and automatically
separate and output them.

Xiamen Micromatch Electronic
Information
Technology Co. Ltd.
Booth No. 5H88

DCCZ3-4 Electromagnetic Stir-frying Machine
Small size, less power consumption,
intelligent temperature control:
strong controllability, accurate
temperature control. Low thermal
radiation: The pot body of the
machine uses double-layer thermal
insulation, which has little thermal radiation to the
working environment (laboratory or classroom).
Environmental protection: This machine uses
electromagnetic heating, and has zero carbon
emission to the working environment.
Low consumption: The machine uses a composite
pot <drum> to protect the heat can not be
spread out, the thermal efficiency can reach
more than 95%, more than 45% energy saving
than the traditional electric heating and stir-frying
equipment.
Man-machine interface: Humanized design,
intelligent control, parameter setting is convenient
and fast.
Fault self-diagnosis function: Fault display is clear at
a glance.

Micro6100 Series Intelligent Camera
Micro6100 series intelligent
cameras cooperate with its
own IO box to trigger IO and
communicate with each other;
its own VGA line can be directly
connected to monitor and
debug the display; the USB interface on VGA line
can be connected to mouse, keyboard and other
devices for easy operation

XINXIANG FINERAY TECH CO.,LTD
Booth No. 6N25
Hot Coding Foil
Widely used
pharmaceutical,food,Packaging
industries to print batch number
(i.e.production/expiration date)
and text label
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Yantai Fushan Nanhua
Packing Factory
Booth No. 5B89
Bag in box
1.The bag and tap work
together to prolong the
shelf life before and after
the pack is opened.
2. Bag-in-Box packaging
is supplied flat to maximise storage space and
minimise transport costs.
3. Each bag is specifically constructed to preserve
the exact liquid inside, ensuring the contents stay
uncontaminated by the air outside.
4.Environmentally friendly - lower carbon footprint
than plastic or glass alternatives

Exhibits Preview
YA-VA Intelligent Systems
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 5A36
Heavy duty load plastic chain spiral conveyor
It is mainly used to transport
wine glass bottle,ring pull
can,round glass container and
similar products.the goods are
in bulk transported upwards or
downwards

Yiwu Junwen
Machinery Equipment
Co.,Ltd
Booth No. 6F45
Transparent film wrapping
machine JW-160-A
JW-160-A is a new
type of electrical-air
integration automatic
folding wrapping machine which was designed
independently and launched successfully by
Junwen Machinery in 2015. It mainly used for
packing right angle products by transparent film
and tear tapes. After wrapped, it can make the
products beautiful, damp-proof, dust-proof, and
anti-counterfeit.

Yuanxu Packing
Machinery Co., Ltd
Booth No. 6E45
Pallet Wrapping Machine YK1800FZ
Which is one of Intelligent
model and with remote
control . This machine has
automatic film cutter, saves
the process of manual film
cut, if with conveyor on it , it
can be used on the packing
line to save the labor. It plays a very positive role
in improving packaging efficiency, reducing labor
. At the moment , this kind of machine has been
widely used in the packaging line of chemical,
electronic, food, beverage, paper and other
industries.

Yuh Bang Industrial Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 5N48
Oil-less Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump
Oil-less, Direct Drive, Low Noise Level,
Compact Design, Long Working Life,
Low Maintenance.

Zanasi (Guangzhou)
Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 7G15
Zanasi High Resolution Industrial Printer Z640plus
Z640Plus is the only industrial
high resolution inkjet printer to
feature a double printhead
that can simultaneously drive
2 printheads with a height of
up to 102mm or 51mm high
on two separate production
lines and independently encode porous substrates
at the same time. Z640Plus inkjet printers can print
real time high quality alphanumerical texts, logos
and other graphics onto secondary packaging. In
addition, this high resolution inkjet printer can print
major barcodes and standard variable data with
high contrast patented inks (solvent free).
The Z640Plus equipped with an industrial PC
(Windows 7 Embedded), features a fast and
reactive user interface with a 12.1″ SVGA full color
touch-screen panel and a 64 GB SATA Hard Disk
SSD (Solid State Disk).
IP54 protection class, printhead can be
maintained, long machine life. Zanasi's highresolution printing system uses the United States
Trident nozzle, has been GS1 global standards of
Technical certification and recognition, printing
quality is stable.
Save supplies, very low ink consumption, and can
be completely exhausted.
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